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Abstract
Let D = {d1, . . . , dr } be a list of positive integers. We generalize the standard binomial coef-
ficients by putting
(a
b
)
D
:= Hc.i.(d1,...,dr ),Pa−b+r (b) for a  b. We then generalize Macaulay’s
O-sequences and we refer to our sequences as OD-sequences. We recall the kD-configurations we
constructed in [S. Sabourin, Generalized k-configurations, in preparation], which generalize both
0-dimensional reduced complete intersections and the k-configurations studied by Geramita, Harima,
and Shin. We then use OD-sequences to characterize the Hilbert functions of kD-configurations.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Hilbert functions, in general, have been extensively studied. Let R be the polynomial
ring k[x1, . . . , xn], where each xi has degree 1. Then F.S. Macaulay [12] characterized
those sequences (called O-sequences) which occur as the Hilbert function of any k-algebra
of the form R/I , where I is a homogeneous ideal. He showed that a sequence S = {ci}i0
is such a Hilbert function if and only if ci+1  c〈i〉i , where −〈i〉, known as Macaulay’s
function, is expressed in terms of the i-binomial expansion of an integer.
Many people have generalized Macaulay’s result in different directions. For example,
Hulett [11] generalized Macaulay’s combinatorial bound on ci+1 given ci to the case
of graded submodules of a free R-module, rather than just homogeneous ideals of R.
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of the variables, i.e., R = k[x1, . . . , xn]/(xa11 , . . . , xann ), where 2 ai ∞ and x∞i = 0 for
1 i  n.
Several people have also studied this same question by restricting to special cases of
homogeneous ideals of the polynomial ring R. For some examples of this approach, see
[3,7,9,10,16,17].
In Section 3, we define new binomial coefficients with respect to the set D =
{d1, . . . , dr} (repetition allowed). To do this, we use the following well-known fact which
is a Pascal’s triangle type of identity: if r  n, then the Hilbert function of a complete
intersection of type (d1, . . . , dr) in Pn is the first difference sequence of the Hilbert function
of a complete intersection of type (d1, . . . , dr ) in Pn+1. We then define an iD-binomial
expansion and extend Macaulay’s function.
In Section 4, we study lex-segment ideals in the ring
R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yr ]/
(
y
d1
1 , . . . , y
dr
r
)
.
Analogously to Macaulay’s result, we relate lex-segment ideals in R to iD-binomial
expansions, where D is the unordered set {d1, . . . , dr}. Unlike the usual case, not every
lex-segment of degree e monomials has codimension in Re which has an iD-binomial
expansion. So we need to restrict to those that do. These lex-segments end in special
monomials, which we call D-monomials, where D is the ordered set (with repetition
allowed) (d1, . . . , dr ). These monomials depend on the ordered set D, since the ring itself
depends on the ordering of the di’s. However, we show that the numbers that occur as the
codimensions of D-monomials are independent of the ordering of the di ’s. In particular,
these numbers are exactly the numbers that have iD-binomial expansions. We refer to
the lex-segments ending in D-monomials as D-lex-segments, and we refer to ideals I for
which each graded piece Ie is a D-lex-segment as a D-lex-segment ideal.
We first define the most natural extension of Macaulay’s O-sequences, by asking only
for the analogous upper bound for ci+1 in terms of ci . We refer to these sequences
as weak OD-sequences. We show that these weak OD-sequences characterize Hilbert
functions of D-lex-segment ideals. If D consists of a single positive integer, then we show
that every monomial is a D-monomial. In this case, we have characterized the Hilbert
functions of lex-segment (and hence strongly stable—see [4]) ideals of rings of the form
k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yd . We then restrict our study to lex-segment ideals which are generated
by monomials which only involve the variables x1, . . . , xn. These ideals are all D-lex-
segment ideals. Their Hilbert functions satisfy not only the upper bound for ci+1 given ci ,
but also a lower bound that can also be stated in terms of our extended Macaulay’s function.
We refer to sequences that satisfy both these upper and lower bounds simply as OD-
sequences. Following the construction in [7] of two differentiable O-sequences S′1 and
S1 given an original differentiable O-sequence S, we construct two sequences whose first
difference is an OD-sequence given an original sequence whose first difference is an OD-
sequence.
In Section 5, we relate OD-sequences to the kD-configurations we constructed in [14].
We recall that kD-configurations generalize both the k-configurations constructed by
Geramita, Maroscia, and Roberts [7] and 0-dimensional reduced complete intersections.
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tD-type vectors to construct our kD-configurations. Each kD-configuration in Pn was
constructed using an (n−r)D-type vector, where D is an unordered set (repetition allowed)
of r positive integers. Those corresponding to 1D-type vectors are reduced complete
intersections. In fact, if D = {d1, . . . , dr }, then the 1D-type vectors correspond to complete
intersections of type (d1, . . . , dr , e), where e is a positive integer depending on the 1D-type
vector. If D consists only of 1’s, then a kD-configuration in Pn is a usual k-configuration
in Pn−r . When constructing the usual k-configurations, 1-type vectors correspond to finite
sets of distinct points on lines, rather than to more general complete intersections.
k-configurations are constructed as disjoint unions of varieties in such a way that one
can determine their Hilbert function by looking at each individual piece. In our paper [14],
we constructed kD-configurations as unions of smaller varieties and we have shown that
their Hilbert function can be determined from the Hilbert function of each individual piece.
Our main result in this paper is that any 0-dimensional sequence whose first difference is
an OD-sequence is the Hilbert function of some kD-configuration, and conversely.
Most of the results of this paper have been extracted from my PhD thesis. During
the beginning stages of discovering many of the results in this paper, I generated many
examples using the commutative algebra program CoCoA [1].
2. Preliminary results and definitions
Let k be a field of characteristic 0, k = k. Let R = k[x0, . . . , xn] be the polynomial ring
in n + 1 variables with the standard grading and let Pn denote n-dimensional projective
space over k. All varieties will be reduced, although not necessarily irreducible.
Definition 2.1. A standard graded k-algebra is an N-graded k-algebra of the form S = R/I
where I is a homogeneous ideal.
Let S0 = k, and let S be a finitely generated N-graded k-algebra, so that S = R/I , where
I is a homogeneous ideal. Since each Si is a finite-dimensional vector space over k, we can
define the sequence: H(S, i) := dimk Si . This sequence is called the Hilbert function of S.
H(S, i) will sometimes be denoted HS(i). If V is a variety, then the Hilbert function of V
is the Hilbert function of R/I (V ), which we sometimes denote by HV . If a sequence
a1 a2 a3 . . . eventually becomes constant, say at the value aj , we will denote this by
a1 a2 a3 . . . aj → .
Definition 2.2. For any variety X ⊆ Pn, we define αX as follows: αX := mini{HX(i) <
HPn(i)}. In addition, if X is a finite set of points, we define σX := mini{HX(i) = 0}. We
sometimes denote σX by σH , since σ depends only on H . Since α depends on H and n,
we sometimes denote αX by αH,n or, if n is understood, just αH .
A complete intersection will always be reduced.
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of V is I (V ) = (F1, . . . ,Fr ), where F1, . . . ,Fr form a regular sequence.
Definition 2.4. We let D be the unordered set {d1, . . . , dr} and let n  r . We denote a
complete intersection of type (d1, . . . , dr) by c.i.(d1, . . . , dr) or just c.i.(D). Furthermore,
we denote the Hilbert function of a c.i.(D) in Pn by HD,n.
Geramita, Maroscia, and Roberts [7] have characterized the sequences which occur as
the Hilbert function of a finite set of points in Pn. The constructions they used in their proof
came to be called k-configurations, which we now wish to define. Before we can do so, we
need to define the notion of an n-type vector, defined in [6].
Definition 2.5 [6]. A 1-type vector is a vector of the form T = (d), where d is a positive
integer. For such a 1-type vector T , we define α(T ) = d = σ(T ). If n > 1, an n-type vector
is a vector of the form T = (T1,T2, . . . ,Tr ), where r  1, the Ti are (n − 1)-type vectors,
and σ(Ti ) < α(Ti+1), for 1 i  r − 1. Define α(T ) = r and σ(T ) = σ(Tr ).
For convenience, we will denote the 2-type vector ((d1), (d2), . . . , (dm)) by (d1, d2,
. . . , dm). For example, the 2-type vector ((1), (3), (4)) will be written as (1,3,4). Similarly,
we write the 3-type vector (((1), (2)), ((1), (3), (4))) as ((1,2), (1,3,4)). This does
however create confusion since (d1) could denote both the 2-type vector ((d1)) or the
1-type vector (d1). If there is ever any confusion, we will explicitly state what we are
referring to.
The importance of n-type vectors rests on the following result.
Theorem 2.6 [6, Theorem 2.6]. Let Sn denote the collection of Hilbert functions of all sets
of points in Pn. Then there is a 1-1 correspondence Sn ↔ {n-type vectors} where if H ∈ Sn
and H corresponds to T (we write H ↔ T ) then α(H) = α(T ) and σ(H)= σ(T ).
There is an inductive formula for obtaining a Hilbert function from its corresponding
n-type vector, which we now state as the following theorem.
Theorem 2.7 [6, Proof of Theorem 2.6]. If n = 1 and T = (r), then T ↔ H = 1 2 . . . r →.
If n > 1 and H ↔ T = (T1, . . . ,Tr ) with Hi ↔ Ti , then H(j) = Hr(j) + Hr−1(j − 1) +
· · · +H1(j − (r − 1)), where H(t) = 0 for t < 0.
Remark 2.8. Let H be a Hilbert function of s points in Pn. If T ↔ H , then the sum of the
1-type vectors in T is s.
We are now ready to define the notion of a k-configuration [6] of a given type T .
Definition 2.9. Let T be an n-type vector, n  1. Then a k-configuration of type T is
constructed in the following way:
n = 1. Then T = (d), and we choose any d distinct points of P1. We say that these d
points form a k-configuration of type T in P1.
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induction, we suppose we have a k-configuration Xi ⊂ Hi of type Ti for each
(n − 1)-type vector Ti . Suppose furthermore that Hi does not contain any point
of Xj for any j < i . Then X =⋃ri=1 Xi is called a k-configuration of type T .
Example 2.10. In the diagram below, X1 consists of the two points of L1 that are not
on L2, X2 consists of the five points of L2, and X3 consists of the 6 points of L3.
Then X = X1 ∪ X2 ∪ X3 is a k-configuration of type T = (2,5,6). Notice that Li
does not contain a point of Xj for j < i , although L1 does contain a point of X2.









  




    
L1
L2
L3
Notice that X is not a k-configuration of type T = (3,4,6) since X1 would have to consist
of all 3 points on L1 and this includes a point of L2.
One can see from Example 2.10 that the fact that the Xi are ordered from smallest to
largest is a crucial part of the definition of a k-configuration. As well, the example suggests
that the same k-configuration cannot have two different type vectors associated to it. In fact,
more is true.
Theorem 2.11 [6, p. 21]. If X is a k-configuration of type T ↔ H , then HX = H .
Thus, if a k-configuration could have two different types, then it would have two
different Hilbert functions. Our next example shows that the strict inequality in the relation
σ < α is crucial.
Example 2.12. The two sets X and Y of 9 points in P2 shown below would both be “k-
configurations” of type (3,3,3) if we did not demand the strict inequality in the definition
of k-configurations:
X : • • • Y : • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
X is a c.i.(3,3) and hence HX = 1 3 6 8 9 →. However, by [8, Theorem 3], HY =
1 3 6 9 →.
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set (repetition allowed) {d1, . . . , dr}. We use the notation σ(D) := d1 + · · ·+ dr − (r − 1).
Note that σ(D) can be looked at as the σ associated to a complete intersection of type
(d1, . . . , dr) in Pr .
Definition 2.13 [14, Definition 3.1]. Let D = {d1, . . . , dr} be a set (repetition allowed) of
positive integers. For t  1, we define a tD-type vector in the following way:
A 1D-type vector T is a vector of the form T = (e), where e is a positive integer.
We define αD(T ) := e and σD(T ) := σ(D) + e − 1. If t > 1, let T = (T1, . . . ,Tu).
Then T is said to be a tD-type vector if each Ti is a (t − 1)D-type vector and
σD(Ti ) < αD(Ti+1) for 1 i  u− 1. We define αD(T ) := u and σD(T ) := σD(Tu).
Notation. As before, we write the 2D-type vector T = ((e1), . . . , (er)) as (e1, . . . , er ).
Example 2.14. Let D = {2,2} and let T = ((1,4), (2,6,9,12,15,19,23)) be a 3D-type
vector. Then αD(T ) = 2 and σD(T ) = 25.
Remark 2.15. If D = {1,1, . . . ,1}, then σ(D) = 1 and a tD-type vector is just a t-type
vector.
Remark 2.16. If we consider T as both a usual t-type vector and a tD-type vector, then
we have σ(T )+ σ(D) − 1 = σD(T ). This is clear when T is a 1-type vector and then the
general case follows from the inductive nature of σD(T ) and σ(T ) for T a t-type vector
when t > 1.
Recall that a k-configuration X of type T satisfies σ(X) = σ(T ) and α(X) = α(T ). In
order to state an analogous result for αD(T ) and σD(T ), we need to define an analogous
notion of αD and σD for varieties contained in a fixed c.i.(D).
Definition 2.17 [14, Definition 3.5]. Let V be a fixed c.i.(d1, . . . , dr ) in Pn and let X
be a subvariety of V . Put D = {d1, . . . , dr }. Then we define αD(X) := min{i | HX(i) <
HR/I (V )(i)}. In other words, αD(X) is the least degree of a non-zero form in I (X) that does
not lie in I (V ). Since the Hilbert function of a c.i.(D) only depends on D, our notation
αD makes sense. If we wish to stress that X is being considered in Pn, we sometimes write
αD,n(X). If X is a zero-dimensional subvariety, we put σD(X) := min{i | HX(i) = 0},
which is the usual σ .
We will sometimes use the notation αD(H) and σD(H) if H is the Hilbert function
of X, since the notions of αD(X) and σD(X) only depend on HX and not on X itself.
Definition 2.18 [14, Definition 3.6]. Let D = {d1, . . . , dr} and let n r + 1 be an integer.
Let R = k[x0, . . . , xn]. Let V be a fixed c.i.(D) in Pn, so that I (V ) = (F1, . . . ,Fr ) ⊂ R
where degFi = di . We define a k-configuration with respect to V in Pn in the following
way.
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T in Pn is V (F1, . . . ,Fr ,G) where G is a form of degree e and (F1, . . . ,Fr ,G) is
a radical ideal of height r + 1 in R.
The requirement on the height guarantees that X is a complete intersection. The
requirement that the ideal be radical guarantees that the type of the complete intersection
is (d1, . . . , dr, e) where e = degG. Thus, HX = Hc.i.(d1,...,dr ,e), so that σD(HX) = σ(D) +
e − 1 = σD(T ), and αD(HX) = e = αD(T ).
n = r + t, t > 1: let T = (T1, . . . ,Tu) be a tD-type vector. Let H1, . . . ,Hu be distinct
hyperplanes in Pn, where Hi is defined by the linear form Hi . Suppose that each
(F1, . . . ,Fr ,Hi) is a radical ideal of height r + 1, so that Vi := V (F1, . . . ,Fr ,Hi)
is a c.i.(D) in Hi for which I (Vi) = (F1,F2, . . . , Fr ) in R/Hi . Let Xi be a k-
configuration with respect to Vi in Hi of type Ti . Suppose furthermore that Hi does
not contain any point of Xj for j < i . Then X =⋃ui=1 Xi is a k-configuration with
respect to V of type T in Pn.
Notation. Let D = {d1, . . . , dr}. Let X be a k-configuration of type T with respect to V ,
where V is a c.i.(d1, . . . , dr). Then we will say that X is a kD-configuration.
Remark 2.19. While the notation “kD-configuration” is very useful, it might suggest that
X depends only on D and T . In fact, X depends on the complete intersection V and it is
crucial to the definition of a kD-configuration that the same complete intersection be used
throughout the construction. For example, the union of a c.i.(3,2) in a plane H1 and a
c.i.(3,5) in another plane H2 is not necessarily a k{3}-configuration, even if H2 does not
contain any point of the c.i.(3,2).
The next result observes exactly how kD-configurations generalize ordinary k-configu-
rations.
Proposition 1 [14, Proposition 1]. Let r  n, D = {1, . . . ,1} consist of r 1’s, so that
σ(D) = 1. Let T be an (n − r)D-type vector. A kD-configuration X of type T in Pn is
a usual k-configuration of type T in Pn−r .
We now provide an example of a kD-configuration with σ(D) > 1.
Example 2.20. Let R = k[x0, x1, x2, x3] (so that n = 3), and let r = 1. Let F be the
degree 3 form (x0)(x0 − x3)(x0 − 2x3). We will construct a k-configuration with respect to
V = V (F). Let T = (1,4,8) be a 2D-type vector with D = {3}. Let H1,H2,H3 be three
hyperplanes defined, respectively, by the linear forms H1 = x2 − 2x3, H2 = x2 − x3, and
H3 = x2.
Certainly, (F,Hi) is a radical ideal of height 2 for each i = 1,2,3. We need to con-
struct Xi , a k-configuration with respect to Vi in Hi of type Ti , where T1 = (1), T2 = (4),
and T3 = (8) and where I (Vi) = F = F mod Hi .
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R = k[x0, . . . , xn]/(H1). In particular, X1 is a complete intersection of type (3,1) in H1.
Just let G1 = x1.
We need to find X2 = Z(F,G2,H2) where (F ,G2) is a radical ideal of height 2 in
R = k[x0, . . . , xn]/(H2). In particular, X2 is a complete intersection of type (3,4) in H2.
Just let G2 = x1(x1 − x3)(x1 − 2x3)(x1 − 3x3).
We need to find X3 = Z(F,G3,H3) where (F ,G3) is a radical ideal of height 2 in
R = k[x0, . . . , xn]/(H3). In particular, X3 is a complete intersection of type (3,8) in H3.
Just let G3 = x1(x1 − x3) . . . (x1 − 7x3).





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       
       
   
   
   



x1
x0
x2
Note that we did not need to choose either F or the Gi as products of linear forms;
we merely chose to do so for the purposes of this example. The Hi , of course, are always
linear forms.
We also note that the Hilbert functions of kD-configurations satisfy a similar inductive
formula as the Hilbert functions of k-configurations.
Theorem 2.21 [14, Theorem 3.10]. Let D = {d1, . . . , dr} be a set of positive integers with
σ(D) > 1. Let V be a c.i.(D) in Pn, so that I (V ) = (F1, . . . ,Fr ) where degFi = di . Let
X be a k-configuration with respect to V in Pn of type T = (T1, . . . ,Tu), where T is a
tD-type vector, where t = n − r . Then σD(HX) = σD(T ), αD(HX) = αD(T ) and if t  2,
then
HX(j) =
u∑
i=1
HXi (j − u+ i),
where X = ⋃ui=1 Xi with each Xi a kD-configuration of type Ti in the hyperplane Hi .
Furthermore, there is a 1-1 correspondence between nD-type vectors and Hilbert functions
of kD-configurations.
Example 2.22. Let D = {3}, T = (e1, e2, e3) = (1,4,8), and let X be a kD-configuration
of type T in P3. Then X = X1 ∪X2 ∪X3 where Xi is a c.i.(3, ei) in a hyperplane Hi . From
Theorem 2.21,
HX(j) = Hc.i.(3,8),P2(j)+Hc.i.(3,4),P2(j − 1)+Hc.i.(3,1),P2(j − 2).
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T in P2. Then we can obtain HX from HT by performing the same algorithm on HT as
we would perform on H
Pn−1 to obtain HF , where F is a hypersurface of degree 3 in Pn. In
other words,
HX(j) = HT (j)+HT (j − 1)+HT (j − 2).
We are simply performing the same two operations in different orders.
We now wish to recall Macaulay’s O-sequences. We need some preliminary definitions.
Definition–Proposition 1 [2, Exercise 3.13.6]. For any positive integers n, i , we can write
n uniquely in the form n = (mi
i
) + (mi−1
i−1
) + · · · + (mj
j
)
where mi > mi−1 > · · · > mj 
j  1. This expression is called the i-binomial expansion of n.
Definition 2.23. Macaulay’s function −〈i〉 :N → N is defined as follows:
n〈i〉 :=
(
mi + 1
i + 1
)
+
(
mi−1 + 1
i
)
+ · · · +
(
mj + 1
j + 1
)
,
where n = (mi
i
)+ (mi−1
i−1
)+ · · · + (mj
j
)
is the i-binomial expansion of n.
Example 2.24. The 4-binomial expansion of 45 is 45 = (74) + (53), and 45〈4〉 = (85) +(6
4
)= 71.
Definition 2.25. An O-sequence is a sequence of non-negative integers {ci}i0 such that
c0 = 1 and ci+1  c〈i〉i for all i  1. An O-sequence has maximal growth in degree d if
cd+1 = c〈d〉d .
It is well known that if H is an O-sequence, there are only finitely many values of i for
which H does not have maximal growth in degree i .
Theorem 2.26. Given an O-sequence {ci}, there exists N such that for all n  N ,
cn+1 = c〈n〉n .
The following theorem of Macaulay, stated in its modern form by R. Stanley [15,
Theorem 2.2] suggests the important role that O-sequences have in the study of Hilbert
functions.
Theorem 2.27. {ci}i0 is the Hilbert function of a standard graded k-algebra if and only
if {ci}i0 is an O-sequence.
Definition 2.28. H is a differentiable O-sequence if H is an O-sequence. An O-se-
quence is zero-dimensional if it eventually stabilizes at some number s.
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points in projective space if and only if H is a zero-dimensional differentiable O-sequence.
We recall the lexicographic ordering of n-tuples.
Definition 2.30. Given two n-tuples of non-negative integers, a = (a1, . . . , an) and b =
(b1, . . . , bn), we say that a >lex b if the first non-zero term of the n-tuple (a1 − b1, . . . ,
an − bn) is positive. We will write a lex b if either a >lex b or a = b.
3. Pascal’s triangle and Hilbert functions
For a given set D = {d1, d2, . . . , dr}, we will determine, in particular, those sequences
which occur as the Hilbert function of a kD-configuration. Our result will be somewhat
similar, in appearance, to the sequences found by Geramita, Maroscia, and Roberts in [7]
that characterize Hilbert functions of k-configurations. While their sequences characterized
Hilbert functions of all finite sets of points, our sequences will be more restrictive,
depending on D.
We will need different binomial coefficients for each D. The motivation for these
binomial coefficients comes from the fact that HD,n = HD,n−1. This is the same identity
that the Hilbert function of Pn satisfies, since HPn = HPn−1 . But it is precisely this
identity that allows us to build Pascal’s triangle, since the ith row of Pascal’s triangle
(written in rectangular format) is H
Pi−1 .
We thus wish to build different versions of Pascal’s triangle, one for each set D =
{d1, . . . , dr}.
Notation. Given D = {d1, . . . , dr}, we have used the notation HD,n for the Hilbert function
of a complete intersection of type (d1, . . . , dr) in Pn as long as n r . We now use the same
notation when n = r − 1 by putting HD,r−1 := HD,r . For example, if D = {2,3}, then
r = 2 and HD,1 := HD,2 = 1 2 2 1 0 → . This notation is natural because for n  r ,
HD,n = HD,n+1.
Definition 3.1. Let D = {d1, . . . , dr}. For a  b, define a function gD of two variables by
putting gD(a, b) := HD,a−b+r−1(b).
If a  b + 1, we have that
HD,a−b+r−1(b) = HD,a−b+r−2(b),
so
gD(a, b)= gD(a − 1, b − 1)+ gD(a − 1, b)
for a  b + 1. We can thus build a version of Pascal’s triangle using gD(a, b) as binomial
coefficients, where gD(a,0)= HD,a+r−1(0) = 1 and gD(a, a)= HD,r−1(a) = HD,r(a).
We will call the resulting array Pascal’s D-triangle.
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1 2 2 1 0 · · ·
1 3 5 6 6
1 4 9 15 21
1 5 14 29 50
1 6 20 49 99
...
. . .
Notice that, written in rectangular format, HD,n+r−2 is the nth row from the top, for
n 1. As well, gD(a, b) is the (b + 1)st element of the (a − b + 1)st row.
Notation. We often write
(
a
b
)
D
for gD(a, b).
Remark 3.3. If j  1 is fixed, gD(x, j) is a strictly increasing function of x . To see this,
note that if x  j , then gD(x, j − 1) > 0. So, gD(x + 1, j) = gD(x, j) + gD(x, j − 1) >
gD(x, j).
By construction, (
a
b
)
D
+
(
a
b + 1
)
D
=
(
a + 1
b + 1
)
D
.
Thus, each of these generalized binomial coefficients satisfies the following well-known
identity of Pascal’s binomial coefficients.
Theorem 3.4. Let D = {d1, . . . , dr }. Let m,n,p be non-negative integers with n > p. Then(
m+ n
n
)
D
−
(
m+ p
p
)
D
=
n∑
j=p+1
(
m− 1 + j
j
)
D
.
We would like to find an analogue of Macaulay’s O-sequences for these binomial
coefficients. In order to do so, we need an analogue to i-binomial expansions. We begin
with the following temporary definition, although we will need to change it as we go along.
Provisional Definition 1. Let D = {d1, . . . , dr} be a set of positive integers, and let i be a
positive integer. Let t be a non-negative integer. Then an iD-binomial expansion of t , if it
exists, is an expression of the form
t =
(
mi
i
)
D
+
(
mi−1
i − 1
)
D
+ · · · +
(
mj
j
)
D
,
where mi >mi−1 > · · · >mj  j  1.
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4
)
D
+ (33)D , while 14 can only be written as (64)D + (33)D + (22)D + (11)D .
One can see that between the two expressions for 12, one is contained, term by term, in
the other. In fact, this is the only way in which two such expressions can be equal.
Fact 1. If
t =
(
mi
i
)
D
+ · · · +
(
mj
j
)
D
=
(
ni
i
)
D
+ · · · +
(
nk
k
)
D
,
where mi > mi−1 > · · · > mj  j  1 and ni > ni−1 > · · · > nk  k  1, then ml = nl
for max{j, k}  l  i . If j < k, then ml = l for j  l < k and if j > k, then nl = l for
k  l < j .
Proof. The result is clear for i = 1, so assume i > 1. Suppose that
t =
(
mi
i
)
D
+ · · · +
(
mj
j
)
D
=
(
ni
i
)
D
+ · · · +
(
nk
k
)
D
,
with mi > mi−1 > · · · > mj  j  1, ni > ni−1 > · · · > nk  k  1. WLOG, we may
assume mi  ni . If mi < ni , then
t 
(
ni − 1
i
)
D
+
(
ni − 2
i − 1
)
D
+ · · · +
(
ni − (i − j + 1)
i − (i − j)
)
D
<
(
ni
i
)
D
,
a contradiction. So, mi = ni and(
mi−1
i − 1
)
D
+ · · · +
(
mj
j
)
D
=
(
ni−1
i − 1
)
D
+ · · · +
(
nk
k
)
D
.
We may continue until (WLOG j  k) (nj−1
j−1
)
D
+ · · · + (nk
k
)
D
= 0. In this case, nj−1 =
j − 1, . . . , nk = k  σ(D). 
Definition 3.6. We will say that a term
(
mk
k
)
D
in an iD-binomial expansion of t is redundant
if it can be removed with the resulting expression still being an iD-binomial expansion of t .
Note that all redundant terms must occur at the end. Thus, in the 4D-binomial expansion
of 14 (with D = {3}), (33)D is not redundant, even though (33)D = 0.
We only wish to consider the expression without redundant terms to be an iD-binomial
expansion of t . Recall the notation of Provisional Definition 1, where j is the smallest
integer k for which
(
mk
k
)
occurs in the iD-binomial expansion of t . The expression without
redundant terms always satisfies (unless t = 0) either mj > j or j < σ(D), since otherwise
mj = j  σ(D), in which case
(mj
j
)
D
= 0 and can be removed. We thus make our final
definition as follows.
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t =
(
mi
i
)
D
+ · · · +
(
mj
j
)
D
,
where mi >mi−1 > · · · >mj  j  1, then there is such an expression with either mj > j
or j < σ(D) (or both). We call this shortest expression the iD-binomial expansion of t . If
t = 0 and i  σ(D), then we say that the iD-binomial expansion of t is
(
i
i
)
D
.
With this new definition, a positive integer has at most one iD-binomial expansion (as is
the case with the usual i-binomial expansion). We would like to carry the analogy further.
Recall that any positive integer t has a usual i-binomial expansion. This is not true in our
case. For example, if D = {2,3}, then 1 does not have a 1D-binomial expansion and 1, 3,
6, 10, 15, . . . ,
(
n+2
2
)
, . . . do not have 2D-binomial expansions. However, when r = 1, so
that the set D consists of just 1 positive integer, then every positive integer t does have an
iD-binomial expansion.
Theorem 3.8. Let d be a given positive integer and let D = {d}. Let positive integers t, i be
given. Then t has an iD-binomial expansion. Furthermore, 0 has an iD-binomial expansion
if i  d .
Proof. The second statement is clear, so we assume that t is a positive integer.
We use induction on i . If i  d − 1, then (a
j
)
D
= (a
j
)
for j  i and any number a, so the
iD-binomial expansion of a positive integer t is just the i-binomial expansion of t .
If i  d − 1, then
1 = (i
i
)
D
+ (i−1
i−1
)
D
+ · · · + (d−1
d−1
)
D
,
2 = (i
i
)
D
+ (i−1
i−1
)
D
+ · · · + (d−1
d−1
)
D
+ (d−2
d−2
)
D
,
. . .
d − 1 = (i
i
)
D
+ (i−1
i−1
)
D
+ · · · + (11)D,
d = (i+1
i
)
D
.
So we know the iD-binomial expansion of any positive integer less than or equal to
d = (i+1
i
)
D
. Now suppose we have the iD-binomial expansion up to
(
k
i
)
D
. By the induction
hypothesis, we have the (i − 1)D-binomial expansion of any integer at most
(
k
i−1
)
D
. Then,
for any integer t such that(
k
i
)
D
 t 
(
k
i
)
D
+
(
k
i − 1
)
D
=
(
k + 1
i
)
D
,
we have the iD-binomial expansion. Hence, we have the iD-binomial expansion for all
integers up to
(
k+1
i
)
D
. We are then done by induction on k. 
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expansions. For example, the smallest 17 members of N5,{2,3} are 0, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12,
13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 23, and 25.
Definition 3.9. If t ∈ Ni,D and the iD-binomial expansion of t is
t =
(
mi
i
)
D
+
(
mi−1
i − 1
)
D
+ · · · +
(
mj
j
)
D
,
then the (i,D)th extended Macaulay function, −〈i,D〉 :Ni,D → Ni+1,D is defined by
t〈i,D〉 :=
(
mi + 1
i + 1
)
D
+
(
mi−1 + 1
i
)
D
+ · · · +
(
mj + 1
j + 1
)
D
.
Example 3.10. Let D = {3}. Then
12〈4,D〉 =
(
7
5
)
D
= 15,
14〈4,D〉 =
(
7
5
)
D
+
(
4
4
)
D
+
(
3
3
)
D
+
(
2
2
)
D
= 15 + 0 + 0 + 1 = 16, and
4〈4,D〉 =
((
5
4
)
D
+
(
3
3
)
D
+
(
2
2
)
D
)〈4,D〉
= 3 + 0 + 0 = 3.
Remark 3.11. This last example shows that we can have x〈i,D〉 < x , something which
does not happen for the usual Macaulay functions. Another peculiarity is the occurrence of
examples where x〈i,D〉 = (x + 1)〈i,D〉. For example, if D = {3}, then 3〈3,D〉 = 4〈3,D〉 = 3.
However, if i < σ(D) and a < b both have iD-binomial expansions, then a〈i,D〉 < b〈i,D〉.
4. Lex-segment ideals
In this section, we will study lex-segment ideals in the ring
R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yr ]/
(
y
d1
1 , y
d2
2 , . . . y
dr
r
)
,
where d1, d2, . . . , dr are fixed positive integers. We let D be the set (with repetition
allowed) {d1, d2, . . . , dr} and D the ordered set (d1, . . . , dr ). We sometimes write R as
k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yD . By abuse of notation, we will refer to xi and yj simply as xi and yj .
We put the usual grading on R, so that each xi and yj has degree 1. Then R can be written
as the sum of its graded pieces R =⊕e0Re . We order the monomials of R as follows.
Definition 4.1. We write the monomial xa11 x
a2
2 . . . x
an
n y
α1
1 . . . y
αr
r as x
ayα , where a =
(a1, . . . , an) and α = (α1, . . . , αr ). Then we order the monomials of R by putting
xayα > xbyβ if (an, . . . , a1, α1, . . .αr ) >lex (bn, . . . , b1, β1, . . .βr ).
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are ordered by xn > xn−1 > · · ·> x1 > y1 > y2 > · · ·> yr .
Define lex-segments, lex-segment subspaces, and lex-segment ideals in R = k[x1, . . . ,
xn, y]/yD in the same way as these notions are defined in the polynomial ring. Namely,
Definition 4.2. Let e be a positive integer and let S be the set of monomials of degree e
in R. A subset L of S is called a lex-segment if there is a monomial p such that m ∈ L if
and only if xen m p. A subvectorspace W of Re is called a lex-segment subspace if it
is generated by a lex-segment. A homogeneous ideal I =⊕j0 Ij is called a lex-segment
ideal if Ij is a lex-segment subspace of Rj for every j  0.
Note that a lex-segment subspace 0  W  Re is completely determined by the smallest
monomial in the lex-segment generating W . Let W be a proper lex-segment subspace
of Re . Let 0  t  dimRe be any integer, where R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yr ]/(yd11 ,
. . . , y
dr
r ). Ordering the variables so that xn > · · · > x1 > y1 > · · · > yr as above, there is a
monomial m and a lex-segment Lm with smallest monomial m such that codim(Lm) = t .
Our goal in this section is to calculate codim(R1Lm) in terms of the iD-binomial expansion
of t (see [13] for the case where each di = 1). Since D = {d1, . . . , dr} is an unordered
set, we would like to rearrange the order of the di’s without affecting codim(R1Lm).
To see what we mean by this, let D be the ordered set D = (d1, . . . , dr ) and let D′ =
(di1, . . . , dir ) where (i1, . . . , ir ) is any permutation of {1, . . . , r}. Let Lm be a lex-segment
of codimension t in Re where R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/(yD) and Lm′ a lex-segment of
codimension t in Se where S = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/(yD′). Then we would like to know when
codim(R1Lm) and codim(S1Lm′ ) are equal. This is not the case for every t , but it is for
many t . We illustrate this with the example below. We will denote the smallest monomial
of R1Lm by m∗. In particular, R1Lm = Lm∗ .
Example 4.3. Let n = 2, r = 2. Consider D = (2,3) so that R = k[x1, x2, y1, y2]/(y21 , y32)
and D′ = (3,2) so that R = k[x1, x2, y1, y2]/(y31 , y22). Each possible codimension t
determines a monomial m, for which codim(Lm) = t . We can then make the charts shown
in Table 1.
One can see that while the same codimension in degree 2 often gives the same
codimension in degree 3, there are some exceptions. For example, x2y1 has codimension
6 in R2 and codimL(x2y1)∗ = 7 in R3. In S2, x2y1 has codimension 6, while L(x2y1)∗
has codimension 6 in S3. Similarly, the codimension 3 monomials in R2 and S2 provide
different codimensions in R3 and S3.
The precise notation that we will need is the following definition.
Definition 4.4. Let D be the ordered set (d1, . . . , dr) and let R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/(yD).
A monomial m in R is called a D-monomial if it can be written in the form
m = xpnn xpn−1 . . . xp1yqi ydi+1−1 . . . ydr−1rn−1 1 i i+1
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D= (2,3) D′ = (3,2)
codim m m∗ codim codim m m∗ codim
8 x22 x
2
2y2 11 8 x
2
2 x
2
2y2 11
7 x2x1 x2x1y2 8 7 x2x1 x2x1y2 8
6 x2y1 x2y1y2 7 6 x2y1 x2y1y2 6
5 x2y2 x2y22 6 5 x2y2 x2y1y2 6
4 x21 x
2
1y2 3 4 x
2
1 x
2
1y2 3
3 x1y1 x1y1y2 2 3 x1y1 x1y1y2 1
2 x1y2 x1y22 1 2 x1y2 x1y1y2 1
1 y1y2 y1y22 0 1 y
2
1 y
2
1y2 0
0 y22 y1y
2
2 0 0 y1y2 y
2
1y2 0
for some i with 1 i  r where pj  0 for all j = 1, . . . , n and 0 qi  di − 1.
If the smallest monomial of a lex-segment is a D-monomial, we will call the lex-
segment a D-lex-segment. A lex-segment subspace is called a D-lex-segment subspace
if it is generated by a D-lex-segment. A homogeneous ideal I =⊕j0 Ij is called a D-
lex-segment ideal if Ij is a D-lex-segment subspace of Rj for every j  0.
Remark 4.5. If m is any D-monomial of degree e, then, by definition of a D-monomial,
m∗ is a D-monomial of degree e + 1. In particular, the ideal generated by the D-lex-
segment of monomials of degree e ending in m is a D-lex-segment ideal.
Remark 4.6. If D = (d) consists of a single positive integer, then all monomials are D-
monomials. In particular, all lex-segment ideals are D-lex-segment ideals in this case.
We will see (Theorem 4.7(c)) that the numbers occurring as the codimensions of the
D-lex-segments are invariant under changing the order of the di’s.
Theorem 4.7. Let D be the unordered set {d1, . . . , dr} and let D be the ordered set
(d1, . . . , dr).
Let R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/(yD) and let 0  W  Re be aD-lex segment subspace whose
last term is m. Let t be the smallest integer for which xt | m, so that
m = xpnn xpn−1n−1 . . . xpt+1t yqii ydi+1−1i+1 . . . ydr−1r ,
where pj  0 for all j = t, . . . , n and 0 qi < di . Then
(a) The dimension of W is
(
n + e − pn − 1) +(n− 1 + e − pn − pn−1 − 1) + · · ·e − pn − 1 D e − pn −pn−1 − 1 D
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(
t + e − pn − pn−1 − · · · − pt − 1
e − pn −pn−1 − · · · − pt − 1
)
D
.
Since the pi ’s determine a unique monomial of Re, this number depends only on the
pi ’s and e.
(b) The codimension of W in Re is
pn∑
j=1
(
n+ e − j
e − j + 1
)
D
+
pn+pn−1∑
j=pn+1
(
n− 1 + e − j
e − j + 1
)
D
+ · · ·
+
pn+pn−1+···+pt+1∑
j=pn+···+pt+2+1
(
t + 1 + e − j
e − j + 1
)
D
+
pn+pn−1+···+pt+1∑
j=pn+···+pt+1+1
(
t + e − j
e − j + 1
)
D
,
and if we delete any redundant terms, this expression is the eD-binomial expansion of
codim(W).
(c) Let 1 t < (n+e
e
)
D
be an integer. Then t has an eD-binomial expansion if and only if
t = codim(W ′) for some D-lex-segment subspace W ′ in Re.
(d) R1W is a lex-segment in Rd+1 whose smallest monomial is
x
pn
n x
pn−1
n−1 . . . x
pt+1
t y
qi+1
i y
di+1−1
i+1 . . . y
dr−1
r , if qi  di − 2,
x
pn
n x
pn−1
n−1 . . . x
pt+1
t yi−1y
di−1
i y
di+1−1
i+1 . . . y
dr−1
r , if qi = di − 1 and i > 1,
x
pn
n x
pn−1
n−1 . . . x
pt+1
t x1y
d1−1
1 . . . y
dr−1
r , if qi = di − 1 and i = 1.
(e) The codimension of R1W is
pn∑
j=1
(
n+ e + 1 − j
e + 1 − j + 1
)
D
+
pn+pn−1∑
j=pn+1
(
n − 1 + e + 1 − j
e + 1 − j + 1
)
D
+ · · ·
+
pn+pn−1+···+pt+1∑
j=pn+···+pt+2+1
(
t + 1 + e + 1 − j
e + 1 − j + 1
)
D
+
pn+pn−1+···+pt+1∑
j=pn+···+pt+1+1
(
t + e + 1 − j
e + 1 − j + 1
)
D
and, after removing any redundant terms, this is the eD-binomial expansion of
codim(R1W), so that codim(R1W) = (codimW)〈e,D〉.
Proof. Since the proof is easy but tedious, and follows closely that found in [13], we
omit it. We mention only that the proof of part (e) requires noticing that (σ(D)
σ(D)
)
D
= 0. 
Remark 4.8. When D = {d} consists of a single positive integer, the fact that every
number has an iD-binomial expansion corresponds to the fact that every monomial is a
D-monomial.
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Let HR/I be the sequence {ci}i0. Then ci has an iD-binomial expansion for i  1 and
ci+1  c〈i,D〉i . We will refer to a sequence satisfying these conditions as a weak OD-
sequence. If ci+1 = c〈i,D〉i , we will say that the weak OD-sequence has maximal growth
in degree i .
Proof. HR/I (i + 1) codim(R1Ii) = (codim(Ii))〈i,D〉 = HR/I (i)〈i,D〉. 
Note that if σ(D) = 1, then the above corollary is just Macaulay’s upper bound. In fact,
the converse of Definition–Proposition 2 is also true.
Theorem 4.9. Let D = {d1, . . . , dr} and let D = (d1, . . . , dr ). Then H is the Hilbert
function of a D-lex-segment ideal in R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yD for some n if and only if
H is a weak OD-sequence.
Proof. In a similar way to Macaulay’s O-sequences (see Theorem 2.26), one can show
that there is a largest degree i1 where H does not have maximal growth. We construct a
D-lex-segment ideal I with Hilbert function H as follows. Note that H(i1) determines a
monomial mi1 of degree i1 in R. Since H(i1) has an (i1)D-binomial expansion, mi1 is a
D-monomial. We let this monomial be the smallest monomial of degree i1 in a generating
set for I , so Ii1 is a D-lex-segment subspace.
Now find the next largest degree i2 where H does not have maximal growth. Then
H(i2) determines a monomial mi2 of degree i2 in R which again is a D-monomial. We
let mi2 be the smallest monomial of degree i2 in a generating set for I , so Ii2 is a D-lex-
segment subspace. Continuing in this way, we obtain a D-lex-segment ideal I with Hilbert
function H . 
Since every monomial is a D-monomial when D consists of a single positive integer,
we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let D = {d} consist of a single positive integer. Then H is the Hilbert function
of a lex-segment ideal in R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yd for some n if and only if H is a weak
OD-sequence.
We illustrate the process in Theorem 4.9 with an example.
Example 4.10. Let D = {2}. Let H = 1 3 5 4 4 2 1 0 → . Then H is a weak
OD-sequence. Note that H has maximal growth in every degree except 2, 4, and 5.
Now, 5〈2,D〉 = 7, so 7 − H(3) = 3 generators are needed in degree 3; 4〈4,D〉 = 4, so
4 − H(5) = 2 new generators are needed in degree 5; 2〈5,D〉 = 2, so 2 − H(6) = 1 new
generator is needed in degree 6. Thus, the lex-segment ideal in R = k[x1, x2, y]/y2 is
〈x32 , x22x1, x22y, x2x41 , x2x31y, x61〉.
Remark 4.11. Lex-segment ideals in the ring k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yd are not extremal in the
same sense that lex-segment ideals in the polynomial ring are extremal. For example, the
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H = 1 3 5 4 4 2 1 → , which agrees with that of the lex-segment ideal 〈x32 , x22x1, x22y, x2x41 ,
x2x
3
1y, x
6
1〉 in degrees at most 6, but then exceeds it in degree 7. However, define an ideal
to be strongly stable if for all variables v and monomials m, vm ∈ I ⇒ wm ∈ I for all
w > v. By [4, Theorem 2.1(2)], if the Hilbert function of a lex-segment ideal agrees with
the Hilbert function of a strongly stable ideal up to degree i , then the Hilbert function of
the lex-segment ideal equals or exceeds the Hilbert function of the strongly stable ideal in
degree i + 1. Hence, we have the following result.
Corollary 2. Let D = {d} consist of a single positive integer. Then H is the Hilbert function
of a strongly stable ideal in R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yd for some n if and only if H is a weak
OD-sequence.
A well-known property of Macaulay’s O-sequences is the fact that if H is an O-se-
quence, then so is H . This does not carry over to weak OD-sequences.
Example 4.12. Let D = {2} and let H = 1 4 9 13 17 19 20 → , so that its first difference
Hilbert function is H = 1 3 5 4 4 2 1 0 → . Then H is not a weak OD-sequence, since
13〈3,D〉 = 16. However, H is a weak OD-sequence.
All lex-segment ideals generated by monomials which involve only the variables
x1, . . . , xn are D-lex-segment ideals. It is this special type of D-lex-segment ideals that
we wish to study. In particular, we will find a lower bound for HR/I (i + 1) in terms of
HR/I (i). We need some notation.
Notation. Let m be a D-monomial of degree i .
• Let Lm denote the lex-segment whose smallest monomial is m.
• Let m∗ denote the smallest monomial of R1Lm, so that R1Lm = Lm∗ , as before.
• Let N(m) denote the largest D-monomial smaller than m.
• If yi  m for all i , so that m = xa11 . . . xann , then we define m+ = xa1+11 xa22 . . . xann and
m− = xas−1s xs+1s+1 . . . xann where s is the smallest integer for which as  1.
• If xi  m for all i , so that m = ybtt ydt+1−1t+1 . . . ydr−1r , then we define
y+ =
{
y
bt+1
t y
dt+1−1
t+1 . . . y
dr−1
r , if bt  dt − 2,
yt−1ydt−1t y
dt+1−1
t+1 . . . y
dr−1
r , if bt = dt − 1 and t > 1.
If t = 1 and bt = dt − 1, so that y = yd1−11 . . . ydr−1r , we do not define y+.
Theorem 4.13. Let R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/(yD), where σ(D) > 1. Let I be a lex-segment
ideal in R generated by monomials which only involve the variables x1, . . . , xn. Let m be
the smallest monomial in Ii , so that m is necessarily a D-monomial. Then either
(1) N(m)∗ = m∗ or (2) codimIi+1 > codimLN(m)∗ .
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dr−1
r | N(m), then (1) holds and otherwise, (2) holds.
If yd1−11 . . . y
dr−1
r | N(m), then x1 | m. For if not, let k > 1 be the smallest integer for
which xk | m, say m = xann . . . xakk ybtt ydt+1−1t+1 . . . ydr−1r . Then
N(m) = xann . . . xak−1k xi−(an+···+ak−1)k−1 ,
contradicting that yd1−11 . . . y
dr−1
r | N(m). Note that we are using σ(D) > 1 here, since
otherwise yd1−11 . . . y
dr−1
r | N(m), regardless of what m is.
So let
m = xann . . . xa11 ybtt ydt+1−1t+1 . . . ydr−1r ,
where a1  1. Let x = xann . . . xa11 and let y = ybtt ydt+1−1t+1 . . . ydr−1r , so that m = xy .
Then N(m) = x−y+. Since y+ = yd1−11 . . . ydr−1r and y is a D-monomial, we have
y = yd1−21 . . . ydr−1r . So,
m = xann . . . xa11 yd1−21 yd2−12 . . . ydr−1r .
Then
N(m) = xann . . . xa1−11 yd1−11 . . . ydr−1r .
So, N(m)∗ = x1N(m) = y1m = m∗. In this case, N(m) is actually the largest monomial
smaller than m (not just the largest D-monomial smaller than m).
If yd1−11 . . . y
dr−1
r  N(m), then let N(m) = xb11 . . . xbnn y where y+ exists. Then N(m)∗ =
x
b1
1 . . . x
bn
n y
+ is not in Ii+1 since N(m) is not in I and I is generated only by monomials
in the xi ’s. Thus, codim Ii+1 > codim LN(m)∗ . 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.13, we obtain the following result.
Definition–Proposition 3. Let σ(D) > 1 and R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/(yD). Let I be a lex-
segment ideal in R generated by monomials which only involve the variables x1, . . . , xn.
Let H = {ci}i0 be the Hilbert function of R/I . Then c0 = 1 and
(1) For each i  1, ci has an iD-binomial expansion.
(2) Let k be the largest integer for which k〈i,D〉 < c〈i,D〉i , if such an integer exists. Then
k〈i,D〉 < ci+1  c〈i,D〉i .
We refer to a sequence satisfying these conditions as an OD-sequence.
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N(m) if
ci+1 = codimIi+1 > codimLN(M)∗ = k〈i,D〉
and otherwise k corresponds to N(N(m)), since if yd1−11 . . . y
dr−1
r | N(m), then yd1−11 . . .
y
dr−1
r  N(N(m)). Of course, it is possible that either N(m) or N(N(m)) does not exist, in
which case k may not exist. 
Remark 4.14. From the proofs of Theorem 4.13 and Definition–Proposition 3, if a < b
and a〈i,D〉 = b〈i,D〉, then b = a + 1.
Remark 4.15. In contrast to O-sequences, even if S is an OD-sequence, S need not be.
For example, let D = {2} and let S be the sequence: 1 4 9 16 25 35 44 51 57 62 65 67 69
70 →, so that S = 1 3 5 7 9 10 9 7 6 5 3 2 2 1 0 → . Then S is an OD-sequence, but
S is not, since 62〈9,D〉 = 61〈9,D〉 = 67 and 60〈9,D〉 = 65.
Since it is these OD-sequences that will characterize Hilbert functions of kD-configu-
rations, we wish to study these sequences further. We will follow the construction in [7,
Section 3] of two differentiable O-sequences S′1 and S1 given an original differentiable
O-sequence S. The sequences S′1 and S1 are both “smaller” than S in a sense described
in [7], which makes these sequences useful for inductive proofs.
Let S be an OD-sequence, say S = 1 b1 b2 b3 . . . where b1 =
(
n+1
1
)
D
 2. We
construct two new sequences S1, S′1 from S for which both S1 and S′1 are OD-
sequences.
First, let ei =
(
n+i−1
i
)
D
for i  0, and set ci = bi+1 − ei+1. We define S1 as follows:
(1) If ci  ci+1 for all i  0, then let S1 = {ci}i0.
(2) If 1 = c0  c1  c2  · · · ch−1 > ch, then let S1 := c0, c1, . . . , ch−1 → .
In any case, we let h (possibly infinite) be the smallest integer for which ch−1 > ch. Then,
(S1)i =
{
bi+1 −ei+1, for i  h− 1,
0, for i  h.
We then define S′1 = {c′i}i0 as follows:
c′i =
{
ei, for i  h,
bi − ch−1, for i  h, or
(
S′1
)
i
=
{
ei, for i  h,
bi, for i  h+ 1.
If (S1)i = 0, then either i  h or bi+1 = ei+1, in which case
bi+2 b〈i+1,D〉i+1 = e〈i+1,D〉i+1 = ei+2.
In any case, (S1)i+1 = 0 also. Thus, we make the following definition.
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S1 from S as above. Then σ(S1) := min{i | S1(i) = 0}. (σ(S1) may be infinite.)
Before we can show that S1 and S′1 are OD-sequences, we need some preliminary
lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let S be a sequence such that S in an OD-sequence. Define the sequence S1
from S as above. Then σ(S1) σ(D).
Proof. We need to show that if i < σ(D), then, in the notation above, ci−1 < ci . Now,
ci−1 < ci if and only if ei+1 <bi+1. Thus, we need to show that, for 1 i  σ(D) we
have that ei <bi if {bi}i0 is an OD-sequence. Now,
e1 =
(
n− 1
1
)
D
<
(
n
1
)
D
= b1,
so we may use induction on i . Since bi−1 >ei−1 and i − 1 < σ(D), we have
b
〈i−1,D〉
i−1 >e
〈i−1,D〉
i−1 ,
by Remark 3.11. But {bi}i0 is an OD-sequence, so this implies that bi >e〈i−1,D〉i−1 =
ei , as required. 
Lemma 2. Let x be a non-negative integer satisfying(
i + n− 1
i + 1
)
D
 x 
(
i + n
i + 1
)
D
.
If x has an (i + 1)D-binomial expansion, then x − ei+1 has an iD-binomial expansion
and
(x −ei+1)〈i,D〉 = x〈i+1,D〉 −ei+2.
Proof. In the proof of [7, Lemma 3.1(c)], simply replace the binomial coefficients with
our generalized binomial coefficients. 
Lemma 3. Let S = {bi}i0 be a sequence such that S is an OD-sequence. Let h be
defined from S as above. Then(
i + n− 1
i + 1
)
D
bi+1 
(
i + n
i + 1
)
D
for 1 i  h− 1.
Proof. In the proof of [7, Lemma 3.1(a)], simply replace the binomial coefficients with
our generalized binomial coefficients. 
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Thus, combining Lemmas 2 and 3, we see that:
Corollary 3. Let S = {bi}i0 be a sequence such that S is an OD-sequence. Then we
have
(bi+1 −ei+1)〈i,D〉 = b〈i+1,D〉i+1 −ei+2 for 1 i  h− 1.
Theorem 4.17. Let S = {bi}i0 be a sequence for which S is an OD-sequence. Let S1
and S′1 be constructed as above. Then S1 and S′1 are OD-sequences.
Proof. We first show that S1 is an OD-sequence. First suppose that i < h. Let j be
the largest integer such that j 〈i,D〉 < b〈i,D〉i . We know that j 〈i,D〉 < bi+1  (bi)〈i,D〉.
Then bi+1 −ei+1 has an iD-binomial expansion and
j 〈i,D〉 −ei+1 <bi+1 −ei+1 b〈i,D〉i −ei+1. (∗)
From Corollary 3, b〈i,D〉i −ei+1 = (bi −ei)〈i−1,D〉. Thus, we can rewrite (∗) as
j 〈i,D〉 −ei+1 <bi+1 −ei+1  (bi −ei)〈i−1,D〉.
If bi+1 = ei+1, then ci = 0 and so i  σ(S1). We deal with this case later.
Thus, we assume that bi+1 > ei+1. But then, (ei)〈i,D〉 < bi+1  (bi)〈i,D〉.
Therefore, from the definition of j , j  ei . In order to apply Lemma 2, we need to
show that j  ei .
Suppose that ei < j . Then e〈i,D〉i  j 〈i,D〉. But then, by Lemma 3, bi+1  ei+1 =
e
〈i,D〉
i  j 〈i,D〉, contradicting the fact that S is an OD-sequence. Thus, since ei 
j  ei , we may apply Lemma 2 to obtain
(j −ei)〈i−1,D〉 = j 〈i,D〉 −ei+1 < bi+1 −ei+1 b〈i,D〉i −ei+1
= (bi −ei)〈i−1,D〉.
Note that j −ei is the largest integer for which
(j −ei)〈i−1,D〉 < (bi −ei)〈i−1,D〉,
for if there was a larger integer, say
(k −ei)〈i−1,D〉 < (bi −ei)〈i−1,D〉,
then
k〈i,D〉 −ei+1 < b〈i,D〉 −ei+1.i
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Thus, we can rewrite (∗) again as k〈i−1,D〉 < (S1)i  (S1)〈i−1,D〉i−1 , where k is the
largest integer such that k〈i−1,D〉 < (S1)〈i−1,D〉i−1 . Thus, to complete the proof that S1
is an OD-sequence, we only need to show that if i = σ(S1) − 1, then (S1)i = 1 and
i + 1  σ(D). For if these are both true, then (S1)i+1 = 0 would continue the OD-
sequence. Since 0 having an (i + 1)D-binomial expansion implies that 0 has an (i + j)D-
binomial expansion for all j  1, we would then be done.
Since i = σ(Si) − 1, (S1)i = bi+1 − ei+1 > 0, but bi+2  ei+2. From
Remark 4.14, since ei+1 < bi+1, we have either ei+1 = bi+1 − 1 or e〈i+1,D〉i+1 <
b
〈i+1,D〉
i+1 . In the first possibility, we have that (S1)i = 1. In the second possibility,
we have that bi+2  ei+2 = e〈i+1,D〉i+1 < b〈i+1,D〉i+1 , which contradicts the fact that{bi}i0 is an OD-sequence. So we must have (S1)i = 1. Thus, it is enough to show
that σ(S1) σ(D). This is the content of Lemma 1.
Now, consider S′1. Since {ei}i0 is clearly an OD-sequence, and bi is by
assumption, we only need to show that j 〈h,D〉 < bh+1 e〈h,D〉h where j is the largest
integer for which j 〈h,D〉 < e〈h,D〉h . Since bh+1 − eh+1 = ch < 0, we have that
bh+1 <eh+1 = e〈h,D〉h .
Now, bh+1 > k〈h,D〉, where k is the largest integer for which k〈h,D〉 <b〈h,D〉h . Thus,
it is enough to show that b〈h,D〉h = e〈h,D〉h .
Now, by construction, (S1)h = 0 and S1 is an OD-sequence, so h σ(S1) σ(D).
We claim that (S1)h−1 ∈ {0,1}. Suppose not. Then (S1)h−1 is an integer, larger
than 1, which has an (h − 1)-binomial expansion. From looking at Pascal’s D-triangle,
we see that (S1)〈h−1,D〉h−1  1. Now, (S1)h > j 〈h−1,D〉, where j is the largest integer
for which j 〈h−1,D〉 < (S1)〈h−1,D〉h−1 . But 1〈h−1,D〉 = 0 < (S1)〈h−1,D〉h−1 , so j  1. So,
(S1)h > j 〈h−1,D〉  0, a contradiction.
Thus, (S1)h−1 = bh − eh ∈ {0,1}. If bh = eh, the desired equality is clear. If
bh = eh + 1, then
bh =
(
n + h− 2
h
)
D
+
(
h− 1
h− 1
)
D
+ · · · +
(
σ(D) − 1
σ(D) − 1
)
D
.
Hence,
(bh)
〈h,D〉 =
(
n + h− 1
h + 1
)
D
+
(
h
h
)
D
+ · · · +
(
σ(D)
σ(D)
)
D
=
(
n+ h − 1
h+ 1
)
D
= (eh)〈h,D〉,
as required. Thus, both S1 and S′1 are OD-sequences. 
5. Characterizing Hilbert functions of kD-configurations
We wish to determine which sequences occur as the Hilbert function of a kD-config-
uration in Pn. We know, for σ(D) = 1, that any differentiable O-sequence {ci}i0 with
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this result to the case where σ(D) > 1. When σ(D) > 1, there is an obvious restriction on
which sequences can be the Hilbert function of a kD-configuration.
Fact 2. With D as above, if X is a kD-configuration of type T of cardinality s, then
s/(d1d2 . . . dr) is the sum of the 1-type vectors in T . In particular, (d1d2 . . . dr) | s.
Of course, if σ(D) = 1, then this condition provides no restriction, as we would expect
(since that case is just the case of k-configurations).
Definition 5.1. Let D = {d1, . . . , dr }, D = (d1, . . . , dr), and let R be the ring k[x1, . . . ,
xn, y]/(yD). Let T be an n-type vector (not necessarily an nD -type vector). We define the
ideal WT associated to T as follows:
n = 1: Then T = (e1) and we define WT := 〈xe11 〉.
n > 1: Then T = (T1, . . . ,Ts ), where each Ti is an (n − 1)-type vector and σ(Ti ) <
α(Ti+1) for 1 i  s−1. Suppose we have defined WTi in variables x1, . . . , xn−1.
We define
WT :=
〈
xsn, x
s−1
n (WT1), x
s−2
n (WT2), . . . , xn(WTs−1),WTs
〉
,
where xn is a new variable. Furthermore, we put an ordering on the variables by
xn > xi , for 1  i  n. Note that the xi have already been ordered by induction,
so xn > xn−1 > · · ·> x1.
Remark 5.2. Let T be an n-type vector. By a simple induction argument, the smallest
generator of WT is xσ(T )1 . By definition, the largest generator of WT is x
α(T )
n .
Theorem 5.3. Let T be an n-type vector. Let D = {d1, . . . , dr} and D = (d1, . . . , dr).
Let X be a kD-configuration in Pn+r of type T , so that I (X) is an ideal of R =
k[x1, . . . , xn, z, y1, . . . , yr ]. Then WT is an ideal of S = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yD and
HX(i) = HS/WT (i).
Proof. Let W ′T be the ideal of T = k[x1, . . . , xn] generated by the generators of WT .
It is well known that if Y is a k-configuration of type T in Pn, then HY = HT/W ′T .
But we obtain HX from HY in the same way that we obtain HS/WT from HT/W ′T (see
Example 2.22). Hence HX = HS/WT . 
Theorem 5.4. Let D be the unordered set {d1, . . . , dr} and D the ordered set (d1, . . . , dr).
Let R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yD . Let T = (T1, . . . ,Ts) be an nD -type vector. Then WT is a
D-lex-segment ideal of R.
Proof. First note that since WT is generated only by monomials in the xi’s, it is sufficient
to show that (WT )j is a lex-segment subspace for each degree j .
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segment in degree e1. Since R1W is a lex-segment for any lex-segment W , the result holds
for any degree.
If n > 1, then T = (T1, . . . ,Ts ) and WT = 〈xsn, xs−1n WT1 , . . . , xnWTs−1 ,WTs 〉. In the
order we have (inductively) written the monomials generating WT , their degrees form a
non-decreasing sequence, and the variables are in decreasing order. Let m1,m2 be two
consecutive monomials generating WT . We need to show that the lex-segment in degree
degm2 generated by m1 has smallest element directly preceding m2 in the lex ordering with
our variables ordered xn > · · · > x1 > y1 > · · · > yr . Let m2 ∈ xs−jn WTj , where j  1. We
consider two cases.
Case 1. m1 ∈ xs−jn WTj . By the induction hypothesis, the lex-segment generated by
m1/x
s−j
n in k[x1, . . . , xn−1, y]/yD has smallest element directly preceding m2/xs−jn in
k[x1, . . . , xn−1, y]/yD . But then the lex-segment generated by m1 in k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yD
has smallest element directly preceding m2.
Case 2. m1 /∈ xs−jn WTj . Then m1 is the smallest generator of xs−j+1n WTj−1 if j > 1,
so m1 = xs−j+1n xa1 where a = σ(Tj−1) := σD(Tj−1) − σ(D) + 1 if j > 1 and a = 0 if
j = 1. If j = 1, the result is clear so suppose that j > 1. Now, m2/xs−jn is the largest
monomial among the generators of WTj , so m2 = xs−jn xαD(Tj )n−1 . But σD(Tj−1) < αD(Tj )
and σ(Tj−1)+σ(D)−1 = σD(Tj−1). So, σ(Tj−1)+σ(D) αD(Tj ). Thus, m1 generates
in degree degm2 a lex-segment whose last term is xs−j+1n x
αD(Tj )−σ(D)
1 y
d1−1
1 . . . y
dr−1
r . But
then m2 is the next largest monomial of degree degm2. 
Note that if T is a weak nD-type vector, then WT need not be a lex-segment ideal.
Example 5.5. Let T = (1,4,6). Then WT := 〈x31 , x21x2, x1x42 , x62〉. By abuse of notation,
we consider WT in 3 different rings, namely R = k[x1, x2], S = k[x1, x2, y]/y2, and T =
k[x1, x2, y]/y3. Then WT is a lex-segment ideal in R and S, but not in T = k[x1, x2, y]/y3.
In T , x1x32y
2 /∈ (WT )6, but x62 ∈ (WT )6 and x1x32y2 > x62 . Notice, however, that if y2
were 0, we would not be able to use this argument. We will see later (Theorem 5.7) that
the converse to Theorem 5.4 is also true.
Theorem 5.6. Let D = {d1, . . . , dr}. A sequence H is the Hilbert function of a kD-con-
figuration if and only if H is an OD-sequence eventually reaching 0.
Recall that the definition of OD-sequence requires both an upper and lower bound for
each term in the sequence given the previous term, rather than just an upper bound as in
Macaulay’s O-sequences. Thus, before proving Theorem 5.6, we provide motivation for
why we expect the sequence H to require a lower bound, and not just an upper bound,
as in Macaulay’s theorem.
Firstly, notice that WT is an ideal of R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yD which is generated by
monomials that only involve the variables x1, . . . , xn. Now, if m is any monomial of R
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m /∈ (WT )i ⇒ myj /∈ (WT )i+1. But WT is a lex-segment ideal, so nothing smaller than
myj can be in (WT )i+1. In this way, we obtain an upper bound on the size of the ideal in
degree i + 1 given the size in degree i , or a lower bound on the Hilbert function in degree
i + 1 given the Hilbert function in degree i . Of course, if there is no yj , so that σ(D) = 1,
then we cannot obtain a lower bound in this way.
Secondly, if T is an nD-type vector, then we can consider it as an n-type vector whose
entries are simply very far apart. But the first difference Hilbert function of a regular k-
configuration of type T will decrease slower than that of k-configurations of other types,
whose entries are not as far apart. For example, let T = (2,3,4) and let T ′ = (2,6,9).
Then we see that
• • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • •
T ↔ H : 1 2 3 3 0 → T ′ ↔ H ′ : 1 2 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 →
We can see that H drops from 3 to 0 in one step, while H ′ never decreases by more
than 1 at a time. Thus, one would expect the Hilbert functions of kD-configurations to
decrease slowly as well.
Proof of Theorem 5.6. (⇒). From Theorem 5.3, H(i) = HR/WT (i). But WT is a
lex-segment ideal which is generated by monomials in the variables x1, . . . , xn, so by
Definition–Proposition 3, HR/WT is an OD-sequence.
(⇐). Let H = 1 b1 b2 b3 . . . and construct H1 and H ′1 from H as in Section 4.
We will prove the theorem by induction. Letting S = 1 a1 a2 a3 . . . be any sequence
for which S is an OD-sequence, we associate to S the element {m(S),n(S)} of N × N
where a1 =
(
m(S)+1
1
)
D
, and n(S) is the smallest integer for which an(S) <
(
m(S)+n(S)
n(S)
)
D
. If
there is no such integer, we put n(S) = ∞. Note that by definition, n(S) > 1. We again put
ei =
(
m(H)+i−1
i
)
D
for i  0 and ci = bi+1 − ei+1. Note also that (H ′1)i = ei for i  h,
so h < αD(H
′
1), so σ(H1) h < αD(H ′1).
Suppose that m(H) = 1. Then b1 =
(2
1
)
D
, so b1 =
(1
1
)
D
. I claim that bi =
(
i
i
)
D
for
all i , the case i = 1 being done. We assume that bi =
(
i
i
)
D
and prove the result for i + 1.
Note that
bi+1 ∈
{
x
∣∣∣∣ x  (ii
)〈i,D〉
D
and x has an (i + 1)D-binomial expansion.
}
=
{
x
∣∣∣∣ x  (i + 1i + 1
)
D
and x has an (i + 1)D-binomial expansion
}
=
{(
i + 1
i + 1
)
D
}
.
Thus, bi+1 =
(
i+1
i+1
)
D
, as required. In particular, H is the Hilbert function of a c.i.(D)
in Pr , say V = c.i.(F1, . . . ,Fr ) where Fi ∈ k[x0, x1, . . . , xr ] and degFi = di .
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So, (H ′1)1 = e1 =
(
m(H)−1+1
1
)
D
, and so m(H ′1) = m(H)− 1.
Now, consider H1. First, we observe that h n(H). If j < n(H), then
bj − ej =
(
m(H)+ j
j
)
D
−
(
m(H)+ j − 1
j
)
D
=
(
m(H)+ j − 1
j − 1
)
D
= bj−1  bj−1 − ej−1.
Thus, cj  cj−1 for j  n(H)− 1, so h n(H), by definition of h.
Now, if n(H) = 2, then
(H1)1 = b2 − e2 = b2 −
(
m(H)+ 1
2
)
D
<
(
m(H)+ 2
2
)
D
−
(
m(H)+ 1
2
)
D
=
(
m(H)+ 1
1
)
D
,
so m(H1) < m(H). If n(H) > 2, then
(H1)1 = b2 − e2 =
(
m(H)+ 2
2
)
D
−
(
m(H)+ 1
2
)
D
=
(
m(H)+ 1
1
)
D
,
so m(H1) = m(H). Also, (H1)i = bi+1 − ei+1 for i  n(H)− 1 since h n(H). So,
(H1)n(H)−1 = bn(H) − en(H) <
(
m(H)+ n(H)
n(H)
)
D
−
(
m(H)+ n(H)− 1
n(H)
)
D
=
(
m(H)+ n(H)− 1
n(H)− 1
)
D
,
and for j < n(H)− 1, we have
(H1)j = bj+1 − ej+1 =
(
m(H)+ j − 1
j − 1
)
D
,
so n(H1) = n(H)− 1.
By induction, there is a k-configuration X1 with respect to V = c.i.(F1, . . . ,Fr ) of
Pb1−1 with Hilbert function H1. Let H be a hyperplane not containing any point of X1.
Then there is a k-configuration X′1 ⊆ H with respect to V with Hilbert function H ′1. Also,
σ(H1) < αD(H ′1), so X = X1 ∪ X′1 is a k-configuration with respect to V with Hilbert
function H . 
We are now in a position to prove a converse of Theorem 5.4.
Theorem 5.7. Let T be an n-type vector. Then T is an nD -type vector if and only if WT is
a lex-segment ideal in R = k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yD .
516 S. Sabourin / Journal of Algebra 275 (2004) 488–516Proof. We only need to show the if direction. If WT is a lex-segment ideal in R =
k[x1, . . . , xn, y]/yD , then HR/WT is an OD-sequence, by Definition–Proposition 3. Let Y
be a k-configuration of type T in Pn, and let W ′T be the ideal in S = k[x1, . . . , xn] generated
by the minimal generators of WT . Then we can obtain HR/WT from HS/W ′T by using
the fact that y1, . . . , yr form a regular sequence modulo WT . Since HS/W ′T eventuallybecomes 0, the same is true of HR/WT . But then HR/WT is the Hilbert function of a kD-
configuration. Suppose it is the Hilbert function of a kD-configuration of type T˜ , where
T˜ is an nD-type vector. Then H is obtained from HS/W ′˜T in the same way H is obtained
from HS/W ′T . Hence the Hilbert function corresponding to T is also the Hilbert function
corresponding to T˜ . So T = T˜ is an nD -type vector. 
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